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 Helen Zhao

Subject: FW: Toshiba Corporation, FCC ID: CJ6UPA3503WL,  Assessment NO.: AN07T6492, Notice#
1

revised Toshiba 
C2PC letter.pd...

07U10782-1 FCC 
Report.pdf

antenna spec. 
HFT40_02.pdf

-----Original Message-----
From: September Radecki 
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2007 5:07 PM
To: Helen Zhao
Subject: RE: Toshiba Corporation, FCC ID: CJ6UPA3503WL, Assessment NO.:
AN07T6492, Notice#1

Hi Helen,

Here are the replies to your questions:

Question #1: Please submit SAR test report attachments. 
Answer:
Please see attached. 

Question #2: There are two request for confidentiality letters in the
filing. One is "Confidentiality Letter.pdf" which requests both long
term and short term confidentiality, but the items listed under
long-term are the same as those under short-term. The other one is
"Short Term Confidentiality Letter.pdf" which requests short-term
confidentiality only, but lists external photos and internal photos
which are not submitted. Please either submit external photo exhibit,
internal photo exhibit or modify the letter.
Answer: New Confidentiality Letter is attached.

Question #3: The Class II change cover letter does not indicate whether
adding new band is through software change or hardware change, and
whether ad-hoc mode is disabled or not in new UNII band.  Please modify
the Class II change letter to specify clearly.
Answer: New C2PC letter is attached.

Question #4: The EMC report indicates the Class II change is to change a
different host, which does not agree with Class II change cover letter.
Please explain.
Answer: New test report is attached. 

Question #5: SAR has been performed with Toshiba Laptop R20 in the
previous Class II filing, approved on 9/6/2006, colocation with
bluetooth module (CJ6UPA3418BT) and CDMA module (CJ6UPA3490G3) was
evaluated. This time, the report shows new UNII band test was performed
with the same host, but colocation with bluetooth module (CJ6UPA3418BT)
only was evaluated. Please explain. For your information, the host
manual submitted with 9/6/2006 Class II filing is TECRA M7, not Toshiba
Laptop R20 however this time you submit the host manual of Toshiba
Laptop R20. Is it the reason you submit the host manual of Toshiba
Laptop R20 in this filing?
Answer: New C2PC letter is attached. Both manuals are correct as they
are the same machine with two
Designations for marketing purposes, so you can use either Tecra M7 or
Satellite R20, or Tecra M7/Sat R20.
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Thank you.

Kindest regards,
September

-----Original Message-----
From: Helen Zhao 
Sent: Friday, February 02, 2007 2:57 PM
To: September Radecki
Cc: Barbara Judge; Michael Heckrotte
Subject: FW: Toshiba Corporation, FCC ID: CJ6UPA3503WL, Assessment NO.:
AN07T6492, Notice#1

Hello September,

I have reviewed this application, below are my comments.

Thank you,
Helen

-----Original Message-----
From: Helen Zhao 
Sent: Friday, February 02, 2007 2:39 PM
To: Helen Zhao
Subject: Toshiba Corporation, FCC ID: CJ6UPA3503WL, Assessment NO.:
AN07T6492, Notice#1

Question #1: Please submit SAR test report attachments.  

Question #2: There are two request for confidentiality letters in the
filing. One is "Confidentiality Letter.pdf" which requests both long
term and short term confidentiality, but the items listed under
long-term are the same as those under short-term. The other one is
"Short Term Confidentiality Letter.pdf" which requests short-term
confidentiality only, but lists external photos and internal photos
which are not submitted. Please either submit external photo exhibit,
internal photo exhibit or modify the letter.

Question #3: The Class II change cover letter does not indicate whether
adding new band is through software change or hardware change, and
whether ad-hoc mode is disabled or not in new UNII band.  Please modify
the Class II change letter to specify clearly.

Question #4: The EMC report indicates the Class II change is to change a
different host, which does not agree with Class II change cover letter.
Please explain.

Question #5: SAR has been performed with Toshiba Laptop R20 in the
previous Class II filing, approved on 9/6/2006, colocation with
bluetooth module (CJ6UPA3418BT) and CDMA module (CJ6UPA3490G3) was
evaluated. This time, the report shows new UNII band test was performed
with the same host, but colocation with bluetooth module (CJ6UPA3418BT)
only was evaluated. Please explain. For your information, the host
manual submitted with 9/6/2006 Class II filing is TECRA M7, not Toshiba
Laptop R20 however this time you submit the host manul of Toshiba Laptop
R20. Is it the reason you submit the host manul of Toshiba Laptop R20 in
this filing?

Best Regards,
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Helen Zhao

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can
continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the
requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may
result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also,
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should
not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence
should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the
sender.


